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ARRESTED
WITH DRUGS
NEAR EDEN
GARDENS

DATA AND GAMING LEAD US COURSES P11

GOOD
morning

EVENTS
■ The Lalit Great Eastern
Kolkata presents Hilsa
Hungama, in association
with t2, Alfresco, The Lalit
Great Eastern Kolkata, all
day dining.

●

DENGUE LARVAE ON RAJABAZAR CAMPUS P11
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Feeble four closed to goods traffic
    

    




■ BESC Assembly of
Nations, in association
with The Telegraph,
The Bhawanipur
Education Society College,
5pm onwards.



OUR SPECIAL
CORRESPONDENT
Calcutta: Trucks have been
banned from four flyovers and
bridges in Calcutta after being
found to be the weakest among
the nine that were under the
scanner since a portion of Majerhat bridge collapsed five
days ago.
The government on Saturday said heavy goods vehicles
would not be allowed on Tollygunge bridge and Bijon Setu in
south Calcutta and Belgachhia bridge and Aurobindo
Setu in the north with immediate effect.
“We are putting restrictions on the movement of any
kind of goods vehicles on these
four bridges as we want to
strengthen the bridges first.
We will allow (goods) vehicles
after the strengthening work,”
Rajeev Kumar, the commissioner of Calcutta police, said.
The decision to ban heavy
goods vehicles from four of
nine flyovers and bridges was
taken after the urban development and public works departments conveyed to the government that the structural stability of these structures
would be heavily compromised if subjected to continuous heavy load.
Consulting agency Rites
had flagged the lowered loadbearing capacity of Aurobindo
Setu, which connects Ultadanga and Gouribari, in April. A
report said that the bearings of
the flyover had not been replaced for decades, putting the
stability of the structure at
risk.

   

■ The Saturday Club
presents Season Finale
Tambola, in association
with t2, The Saturday
Club, 6.30pm.
■ Annual photography exhibition, organised by
Dure Kothao, Gallery
Gold, 3pm to 8pm.







   

WEATHER
 

YESTERDAY
Maximum:
33.5°C (+1)
Minimum:
26.7°C (+1)
RAINFALL: 4.5mm;
HUMIDITY:
Max: 92%,
Min: 64%

    

Minimum:
27°C



EXPECTED:
Partly cloudy sky.
Rain or thundershower likely.
SUNSET: 5.47pm
SUNRISE: 5.22am

■ BEHALA: A 30-year-old
woman was injured after
a bus hit her near Behala
tram depot on Diamond
Harbour Road around
7pm on Saturday. She fell
after the bus hit her and
ran her over, witnesses
told cops. She was
admitted to a nursing
home in Salt Lake, police
said. The police have
detained the bus driver
and the conductor.

Train timings
■ HOWRAH: Some Sunday
local train timings
have been changed
because of track
maintenance in Dankuni.
The 36811 HowrahBurdwan local from
Howrah and 36812
Burdwan-Howrah local
from Burdwan have
been cancelled. The
Howrah-Gurap local
will leave Howrah at
5.35am instead of 5.05am.

Blockade
■ SODEPUR: Train services
between Sealdah and
Ranaghat were
disrupted because of a
protest at Sodepur
station from 9.45am on
Saturday. Passengers
protested the delay in
trains because of the
upgrade of the signalling
system between
Barrackpore and
Ishapore. The delays
affected thousands of
passengers during the
rush hour. The blockade
was lifted around
12.30pm after more than
20 local trains were
delayed for close to three
hours and another 20
were cancelled because
of the protest.
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THE FORECAST

IN BRIEF

Scurry to
‘strengthen’



           
       

Bearings are placed between the deck of a flyover and
its piers to ease the stress on
the structure with controlled
movement.
Aurobindo Setu’s deck
rests on 40 to 45 bearings, all of
which have exceeded the stipulated replacement date. With
little or no maintenance, the
43-year-old bridge is in the
“high-stress” category, according to the Rites report that
was submitted to the Calcutta
Metropolitan Development
Authority.
But until the Majerhat
bridge collapsed last Tuesday,
no government agency seemed
bothered about taking corrective action.
The nearly kilometre-long
Belgachhia bridge connecting
Shyambazar and Jessore Road
flaunts a coat of blue-andwhite but its underside shows
poor upkeep. Like Majerhat, a
canal below has made the pillars vulnerable to subsidence
if exposed to continuous excess load.
Bijon Setu, connecting
Gariahat and Kasba, has trees
and creepers growing out of
crevices on the sides of the
deck slab. A fresh coat of paint
seeks to hide the warts on the
bridge named after Bijon
Basu, an executive engineer
with the erstwhile Calcutta
Improvement Trust.
Tollygunge bridge, linking
Tollygunge Circular Road
with Tollygunge Phari, runs
over the Adi Ganga and is
more than 80 years old. It was
painted five years ago but has
never had thorough maintenance, an engineer said.

Weekend all-clear for Safety over Sealdah trade
trucks to end backlog
SUBHAJOY ROY

OUR BUREAU
Lalbazar: Police on Saturday
announced a fresh set of traffic
relaxations for goods traffic in
Calcutta with the focus on ensuring that vehicles carrying
essential commodities are not
affected by the diversions triggered by the collapse of the
Majerhat bridge.
Vineet Goyal, the additional commissioner of police–I,
said during a news conference
in Lalbazar that port-bound
goods vehicles would be allowed inside the city for the
whole day on weekends. The
existing restrictions on their
movement will be in place on
weekdays.
“We are also trying to provide easy passage to vehicles
carrying essential commodities so that there is no shortage
of supplies,” Goyal said.
The driver of a vehicle carrying essential goods can call
the traffic control room at 033-

Trucks stranded on the Durgapur Expressway.
Picture by Pradip Sanyal

222143644 or the police emergency number 100 to report
being caught in any unusual
traffic restrictions, the officer
said.
City police commissioner
Rajeev Kumar had said earlier
in the day that his department
had been “working round-theclock” and examining all options to keep traffic normal in
the city despite the domino impact of the Majerhat bridge
collapse.
Officials at Nabanna said
the restrictions imposed on
the movement of 20-wheel
trucks had caused heavy

snarls along some of the national highways.
In the wake of the Majerhat
bridge collapse, goods vehicles
had been barred from entering
the city beyond the period
11pm-6am. On Friday, the window was widened to 10pm6am. Saturday brought the
change transporters were
eager to hear: all restrictions
on goods traffic stand withdrawn on weekends.
Sources said this had been
done to reduce the pressure of
vehicles that could not enter
Calcutta at the scheduled time
because of the bridge collapse.

Sealdah: Traders in the
bustling marketplace under
the Sealdah flyover and along
its piers were told on Saturday
that they might need to temporarily relocate for civic engineers to carry out overdue
inspections of the structure
and commission repairs wherever required.
The traders had requested
that they be allowed to stay put
till Durga Puja but municipal
commissioner Khalil Ahmed
told them that safety was the
priority. “If the engineers feel
some repairs must be done immediately, that will be done. If
they feel repairs can be postponed beyond Puja, they will
do so,” an official quoted him
as saying.
A civic official said there
were about 930 shops in Sisir
Market, the official name of
the trade hub operating under
the flyover. These shops run
with licences issued by the
civic authorities. Many other
stalls and street vendors illegally occupy the remaining
space below the flyover.

A CMDA engineer (third from left) inspects the underside of
the Sealdah flyover on Saturday. Picture by Bishwarup Dutta

“Many shops have built
false ceilings that block the
view of the bridge from below.
If required, these shop owners
have to remove the false ceilings so that our engineers can
conduct a proper inspection,”
an official said.
The government’s stand
that traders must relocate if
required was conveyed to
them during a meeting at the
Calcutta Municipal Corporation (CMC) headquarters.
The meeting had been convened after chief minister Mamata Banerjee said two days
ago that the government was

unable to get traders to vacate
their stalls for inspection and
repair of any wear and tear on
the underside of the Sealdah
flyover.
“We have tried to repair
the Sealdah flyover but there
are markets below. Nobody is
listening to us. Nobody is moving,” Mamata had said during
a news conference at Nabanna, the state secretariat, on
Thursday.
A team from the Calcutta
Metropolitan Development Authority (CMDA) conducted a
two-hour inspection of the underside on Saturday and more

such exercises have been
planned over the next few days.
An engineer in the CMDA
told Metro that inspecting the
Sealdah flyover from below
was difficult because of the
presence of a large army of
traders, many of them unlicensed. “Encroachment is rampant under the Sealdah flyover.
This prevents regular inspection of the structure from
below,” he said.
Aparajita Dasgupta, the
chairperson of Borough V of
the CMC, attended the meeting along with the councillors
of wards 36 and 50. “The chairperson and the local councillors were asked to be present
so that they could convince the
traders about the need to repair the flyover,” an official
said.
Sealdah flyover isn’t the
only such structure in Calcutta
under which trade thrives,
mostly illegally. “Below Bijon
Setu, you will see many stalls
that are impediments to regular inspections. The CMC and
the CMDA must look at other
flyovers and bridges, too,” a police officer said.

EVENING COUNSELLING SESSIONS CONVEY TO PARENTS WHAT THEIR KIDS FEEL

Relax: school’s advice to tiger moms and dads
JHINUK MAZUMDAR
New Town: A new-age Calcutta
school is advising parents of Class
X students to give their children
some me-time, allow them to
party once a fortnight or month
and strictly avoid building
pressure on them by setting high
performance benchmarks.
The Newtown School, whose
first Class X batch will be writing
the board exams next year, has
been organising counselling for
the parents of 80 students once a
month in the evening since
August. The school decided to
directly address parents after a
“circle time” with the Class X
students threw up interesting

conversations.
The students had been asked to
speak out about the “one worry
inside their heads”.
Most of the students spoke
about being weighed down by the
burden of academic expectations
while preparing for their board
examinations. One of them said it
was “as if a demon is coming to
eat us up”.
Satabdi Bhattacharjee,
principal of The Newtown School,
told Metro knowing what the Class
X students felt was a revelation.
“Somewhere we are putting a lot
of stress on them. If students are
anxious, they will not perform
optimally. The idea is to see that
children are not stressed out,” she

Teachers, students and parents at a counselling session
at The Newtown School
said.
The sessions with parents are
held after 6pm so that
professional commitments don’t
come in the way. “The idea is to
have everyone join in and

facilitate an engaging dialogue
between the school and the
parents. We did not want it to
remain an exercise with only a
few people showing up,” an
official of the school said.

Children are allowed to be
present during the sessions meant
for parents and voice their fears
and anxieties.
The most common advice to
parents is to create free time in
their children’s timetable.
“Children should also be
encouraged to do group study
because at times they learn better
with peers around,” a teacher
said.
Many parents mention during
the sessions that they take their
children out for dinner, shopping
and movies, but are unable to
comprehend that a child needs a
peer group to open up or ventilate
his or her feelings. “With most
children living in nuclear

families, they do not have anyone
to share their woes with or vent
out what is trapped inside,”
Bhattacharjee said.
Yoga instructor Ritu Singh has
made changes to her son’s
timetable since attending a
session, allowing him more time
to sleep and play.
“It was an eye-opener. I
realised that as parents we often
unnecessarily put pressure on our
children and do not let them be. I
used to wake him up early so that
he could study and I would
constantly remind him to come
back home early when he stepped
out to play. I now realise this is not
how a 15-year-old should be
leading his life,” she said.

